Design Settings
This is mostly complete, but I need to give
you popup window designs for a few items.

This is the main “Settings” page, which people get to from the link at bottom of their Twitterface page, or the gear icon circled below.
This page uses
the USERDEFINED
background
image and CSS
colors.

These global navigation links are going to be
at the top of all the settings pages. They are
also the links in boxes on the right, on this
main Settings page only.

dropdown menu of page names
determines what will be edited

Nav Strip, box
lines and footer
line = Pane
Header color.
Link color &
Text color =
what the user
set.

Add a page icon
will go to a page
where user will
type in page
name, then on
saving, they are
brought back
here & the page
is selected in
dropdown menu

The CONTENT
area (white
square box
here) should be
fixed to white
regardless of
user’s
background
color because
our icons are
not transparent.

Text for things coming soon is grayed out, but on the page.

goes to the Spreadshirt store

this footer is consistent at the
bottom of all settings pages, BUT
if the user is not editing PAGE
settings, they will not have the
Home icon at the far-most right.

this Home icon goes
to the page for the
name in the dropdown
menu above

Settings opens Get
Satisfaction
(this
support site in
page)
new window

Twitter Accounts page, where users will add & manage multiple accounts.

this type of page title
should be a graphic

the highlighted part uses
the “speech bubble” color
& text the user defined

I changed this to gray to make
it a bit more neutral to go with
any color scheme

I made these gray, but
they should probably be
white. all form fields
should be the same on
every page, whatever the
color

buttons need
to be css
and use the
same pane
header/link
color as the
navigation
strip above

***be sure buttons are
consistent on every
area of the site!
since this is a
global setting and
not related to a
“page” the Home
icon is removed

Twitterface Account page

users need to be able to
change their personal
info at any time

Add a New Page (URL)

when the user saves this
new page url, they are
taken back to the
“Settings” page and it
should be what the
dropdown menu is set to

Page Footer Links

the user can change this dropdown to
edit links for any page

these are the default links that should be
set up in the footer, so they are filled in here
and users can replace what they want to

clicking “add
another” icon
should add
another set of
blank form
fields to the
screen

Page Options

the user can change this dropdown to
edit options for any page

small cosmetic change to bring the
text under the checkbox & centered

the only reason “security” is missing
from this page is because I am not
sure if it is coded to work - if it works,
add it back here

Page Design: Choose a Theme

this is what a theme looks
like when it is selected:
green check & edit icon...
edit opens the theme in
the “design a theme”
mode so they can alter it

users need to add a title
(required) and tags (optional)
for each theme they create
Those “tags” will ultimately be links that show users themes with that
tagged word. That is why they are Orange Link color here. For Beta, they
would actually be black since we don’t have that capability yet.
when a theme is not selected, they will see a
disabled checkmark.... if they “edit this theme
and save it, it will pop it to the top of the list
and now be selected, with green check
the link here goes to this
designer’s twitter account
when we add themes for purchase (which will
be soon) this is what they see instead of
check and edit. once the theme is purchased,
it will have the check and edit icons instead of
the purchase icon

Preview will launch a screenshot of the theme
in use, and Purchase will launch the payment
mechanism (as will clicking the dollar icon)
If user clicked this Home icon right now, they
would go to twitterface.com/kriscolvin and see
the currently selected theme

Page Design: Choose a Theme

Users HAVE to enter a Title, because when this theme is saved,
it NEEDS to go to the top of the list on “Choose a Theme” page.
A snippet of the background from upper left corner needs to be
used (automatically by the system) to make that preview image.

I like the idea of having a background, header and logo,
because someone could put this stripe in as a repeating
background, and add the twitterface logo and clouds as a
header, or just add a logo. Or they could do it all as one giant
image in the background, which is why header and logo have to
disappear if user unchecks them. I don’t think a preview is
needed really - I added the file name here so they can be sure it
did upload, without showing them path of where it is.

I will need to provide several sets for users to pick from, which I will. The
“Home” icon from each set should be in this drop down so people can pick
based on colors & description.
this will launch a popup window where users can replace icons one by one if they want to
upload their own set. they will name it, and then the set needs to be available in this dropdown
list if possible (or it needs to change to “Custom Set” or something to reflect reality.

